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Abstract: Web design is a new subject for many teachers. Although Web design teachers have 
the ability to teach this course, they have not generally come from a Web design background 
themselves. Having the knowledge or background to teach such a course can be difficult. New 
teachers of Web design can draw from more traditional subjects, where they might have more 
expertise.  

 
 
Web design requires understanding information and its underlying conceptual structure to create Web sites that 
convey the information in a way that promotes learning. Although it is a new communication medium, teaching 
Web design can provide an exciting method that combines traditional subjects with the latest communication 
technologies. Web design can be used to teach subjects such as History, Art, and English and vice-a-versa.  
 
History 
Students encounter large quantities of information on the Internet.  To be thoughtful consumers of this 
information, students must learn to discern its validity. The research students conduct and the products they 
create for the Web also need to contain valid and justified content. Students can learn to assess validity by 
following the processes they use in other subjects such as history.  For example, when documenting historical 
accounts, expert historians conduct the search for validity by verifying the authenticity of the source, checking 
for bias, and using corroborating evidence.  Similarly, students can utilize these professional methods to 
distinguish valid Web information from false content. In this session, we will do a number of activities to judge 
validity by analyzing Web site information with respect to bias, sourcing, corroboration, and currency.   
 
Art 
Graphic design on the Web incorporates basic rules of design. Principles of art and design overlap when 
designing for the Web. Students can be taught traditional art methods to apply to the Web forum. Art principles 
such as color, balance and the rule of the thirds will help students better understand graphic design.  
 
English 
The Web contains written work that is different from writing for print work. The information on the Web must 
fit into a smaller space and capture the attention of the user immediately.  When learning to write in English 
classes, the topics covered help students organize information and provide specific information. Differentiating 
these two forms of writing can help students better understand writing for the Web. Teachers linking Web 
writing to writing in English class can help students easily transition to Web writing. Learning to write for the 
Web differs, but having strong writing to begin with will help students transform their writing for the Web. 
 
Conclusion 
The transition to Web design requires the acquisition of new skills for teachers and students, however the 
transition can be made smoother by incorporating the use of traditional subjects. Web design, although a new 
field, can be taught in conjunction with familiar subjects that will produce similar skills.  These skills can then 
be built up beyond their traditional roots. 
 


